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This is the book that established “emotional intelligence” in the business lexicon—and made it a
necessary skill for leaders.Managers and professionals across the globe have embraced Primal
Leadership, affirming the importance of emotionally intelligent leadership. Its influence has also
reached well beyond the business world: the book and its ideas are now used routinely in
universities, business and medical schools, and professional training programs, and by a
growing legion of professional coaches.This refreshed edition, with a new preface by the
authors, vividly illustrates the power—and the necessity—of leadership that is self-aware,
empathic, motivating, and collaborative in a world that is ever more economically volatile and
technologically complex. It is even timelier now than when it was originally published.From
bestselling authors Daniel Goleman, Richard Boyatzis, and Annie McKee, this groundbreaking
book remains a must-read for anyone who leads or aspires to lead.Also available in ebook
format wherever ebooks are sold.

About the AuthorSeloc Marine engine maintenance and repair manuals offer the most
comprehensive, authoritative information available for outboard, inboard and sterndrive engines,
as well as personal watercraft. Seloc has been the leading source of how-to information for the
marine industry since 1974. Designed and written to serve the needs of the professional
mechanic, do-it-yourself boat enthusiast, instructor and student, these manuals are based on
actual teardowns done by Seloc's editors/authors in our on-site facility. Recognized and used by
technical trade schools as well as the military, every manual provides complete coverage on
everything from basic maintenance to engine or drive overhaul; featuring simple to follow, step-
by step, illustrated procedures, hundreds of exploded drawings, photographs and tables,
maintenance intervals, troubleshooting sections, accurate specifications and extensive wiring
diagrams. New on all later manuals is an extensive skill rating system for each procedure which
also includes special tool icons.
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Daniel Im, “A leadership gem amidst a plethora of leadership books. What a fantastic theoretical
and practical book on leadership. This is a must read for every leader, regardless of where
you're at in your career. Don't start with leadership biographies, start with theory - this is a great
starting place.The thesis of Goleman, Boyatzis, and McKee's Primal Leadership is that it is
neither a high IQ nor masterful skills that truly make a leader - the key essence is a high level of
emotional intelligence.This emotional intelligence helps leaders create resonance, which is "a
reservoir of positivity that frees the best in people" (Location 46). Leaders can do this by moving
between the six different leadership styles, while also increasingly growing in the four emotional
intelligence domains. If leaders grasp these truths, then the impact across their lives, teams,
organizations, and society will be revolutionary.In the first section, the authors argue for the
importance of emotional intelligence, while relating it to resonance. They then describe the four
emotional intelligence domains (self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, and
relationship management), and the six leadership styles - four of which are resonant (visionary,
coaching, affiliative, democratic), and two of which are dissonant (pacesetting, and
commanding).The second part of the book details how to become a resonant leader using
Boyatzis's theory of self-directed learning. This is a section that is full of important insights, such
as understanding how change does not just happen because one decides to do it, but how one
needs to develop manageable learning goals, seize organic learning opportunities, and practice
- all of this in the context of relationships.The last section of the book highlights how emotionally
intelligent leaders can extend their emotional intelligence throughout their teams and
organizations. The authors are essentially integrating all the concepts of their book into this
section, with a strong bent toward application. Consequently, "to build an emotionally intelligent
organization, you need to do three things: discover the emotional reality, visualize the ideal, and
sustain emotional intelligence" (Location 3628).This book is a gem and has helped me, and will
continually help me into the future - so for that reason I give it a 5 out of 5.”

John Seale, “Solid Read. This book is a landmark book espousing concepts that are very
valuable for any kind of leader. Cultivating emotional intelligence not only in yourself, but in your
organization, is a must in the world today. The authors do a good job of balancing theory with
business principle. As the bulk of the theory is explained elsewhere, the book spends little time
going deeply into what emotional intelligence looks like or what it is made up of. The core
competencies of EI are only briefly listed in the appendix. It seems clear that the authors expect
the reader to have read Goleman's prior work. I haven't, but I got a decent sense of what EI is all
about. The book applies everything directly to the business world in a convincing way, although
the stories that are told sometimes seem vague and almost invented for the book. Others go on
for pages in long-winded detail, allowing the reader to choose whether to learn primarily through
the concepts or through the stories. All in all, the concepts are really pretty self-evident,



encouraging a leader to create harmony in relationships in order to increase effectiveness.
While they are common sense principles, they seem to be rarely practiced. This makes the book
endearing to me, knowing that I have here in my possession a quick reference with major points
about leading effectively. The book has some detail on how to implement the strategies, but it
could be a criticism of the book that it doesn't always go into much detail on process. The book
is full of principles that an effective leader should be able to incorporate into an action plan, but
the exact implementation is left entirely to the reader. I liked this book and plan to use it as a
reference for leadership. It would be a good one to return to on a regular basis to review the
principles within. It has enough information about increasing one's own capacity that it is a
valuable regular read.”

RotorKing, “Great read and important information. Outstanding book. The authors are great at
explaining what is happening and how to make a change. Great read and fabulous
recommendations. If you don't want to take an MBA right now this gets you down the path and
will prepare you for the MBA. If you don't go that route you will be way ahead of the competition
by putting these concepts to action and changing your life.Wish I had read it earlier.”

Bex, “'People skills' can be diagnosed, measured and developed intelligently. Having worked
within many large and consequently complex organisations, from the public sector to the private
commercial businesses, the area that was most often neglected in any sort of training and
development were what most leaders referred to as those 'soft skills' or 'people skills' - A favorite
phrase I was exposed to was 'you've either got it or you haven't' or 'you can't measure soft skills,
so what use is training in them, if you can't see the return on investment'......It's taken me a while
and perhaps because I stepped into the abyss, right out of my comfort zone and became my
own boss in the biggest adventure of my life thus far.... but at last this book 'Primal leadership'
originally written and appealing to the US market, Retitled for the UK market 'New Leaders,
Transforming the Art of Leadership' provides the evidence base and framework from which to
diagnose those emotional intelligent or unintelligent 'soft skills' we individually and as a team
posess, how they impact on our very being and what we can do about it.....Daniel Golman has
successfully collaborated with his peers and colleagues to make the scientific language of
research that so often gets in the way of greater understanding, accessible and meaningful with
great use of case studies. I originally bought the audio book of this as in my own journey to
greater Emotional and Social Intelligence, I recognised my predominant learning style is
auditory...it made such an impact on my thinking, I wanted the hard copy so I could read, digest
and make notes in the pages....This also lead me to become licensed and accredited to deliver
the Emotional and Social Competancy Inventory (ESCI) 360 feedback tool within my own
Personal and Professional development programs designed for Sales individuals, teams and
Leaders ........ Awesome resource for Leaders who are open to understanding the wider picture
and questioning the norms of 'it's always been done this way' thinking.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Eye opening. This book first introduced me to the concept of Emotional
Intelligence (EQ) and it was not something I had consciously appreciated before, but boy is he
right.I see it time and time again in business, where even extremely intelligent (IQ) people will
make a complete mess of a situation, as they are unable to read people correctly or
communicate in an effective manner. It can be said they hold a low EQ which can be expressed
as lack of empathy, misunderstanding people and miss reading situations etc.This is why some
of the great leaders, have not necessarily been academically brilliant, but they understand
people and know how to connect with them in a meaningful way.The good news is Emotional
Intelligence can be grown and this book does a fantastic job in helping the reader develop EQ in
a leadership setting.”

ilm, “Enlightening common sense. This audio CD (all 7 of them!) were a real inspiration to me. I
will no doubt be listening to them again and again to consolidate and build on the application of
Emotional Intelligence. What makes this so captivating is the regular examples of leadership
styles within organisations. I have already recommended this audio CD/book to friends and
colleagues.”

fletch, “Insightful reading. This book really challenges views on how leadership is performed.
Quotes mistakes made by CEO's who have misjudged their staffs emotional state and
underestimated the impact of their own. Being emotionally intelligent means more effective and
resonant leadership whichever job you are leader in. An essential read for managers.”

Amela Karamehmedovic, “Ok. Ok”

The book by David H Pascoe has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,309 people have provided feedback.
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